In this study, we developed a microfluidics method, using a so-called H-cell microfluidics device, for the determination of protein diffusion coefficients at different concentrations, pHs, ionic strengths, and solvent viscosities. Protein transfer takes place in the H-cell channels between two laminarly flowing streams with each containing a different initial protein concentration. The protein diffusion coefficients are calculated based on the measured protein mass transfer, the channel dimensions, and the contact time between the two streams. The diffusion rates of lysozyme, cytochrome c, myoglobin, ovalbumin, bovine serum albumin, and etanercept were investigated. The accuracy of the presented methodology was demonstrated by comparing the measured diffusion coefficients with literature values measured under similar solvent conditions using other techniques. At low pH and ionic strength, the measured lysozyme diffusion coefficient increased with the protein concentration gradient, suggesting stronger and more frequent intermolecular interactions. At comparable concentration gradients, the measured lysozyme diffusion coefficient decreased drastically as a function of increasing ionic strength (from zero onwards) and increasing medium viscosity. Additionally, a particle tracing numerical simulation was performed to achieve a better understanding of the macromolecular displacement in the H-cell microchannels. It was found that particle transfer between the two channels tends to speed up at low ionic strength and high concentration gradient. This confirms the corresponding experimental observation of protein diffusion measured via the H-cell microfluidics.
INTRODUCTION
The diffusion of proteins is often critical in the design of mass transfer equipment, such as protein extraction and fractionation (chromatography) systems, which are widely used in (bio)chemical and biopharmaceutical industries (1) . Moreover, the protein diffusion coefficient is used to estimate the molecular weight and the hydration state of proteins, the aggregation state, and the protein behavior in specific systems in which diffusion is the rate-limiting factor (for example, in some controlled drug delivery systems in which the release rate of therapeutic protein depends on its diffusion coefficient) (1) (2) (3) (4) .
In the absence of external forces, such as an electric field, at least three forces dominate the dynamics of proteins in a low-molecular-weight solvent like water (5,6): 1) Brownian motion, 2) protein-protein (electrostatic) interactions, and 3) hydrodynamic interactions due to perturbation of the solvent velocity by other protein molecules. The proteinprotein interactions are dependent on the protein size, shape, surface charge, etc. This makes it complicated to generalize the diffusion behavior of proteins under various conditions regarding the impact of the forces above on the protein molecular diffusivity.
A summary of various methods for the measurement of solute diffusion coefficient has been listed elsewhere (7, 8) . Among these techniques, dynamic light scattering (DLS), NMR, Taylor dispersion analysis (TDA), Gouy interferometry (GI), Rayleigh interferometry (RI), and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy have all been used to determine protein diffusion coefficients (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) . These techniques are compared in Table 1 . The drawbacks of some of these techniques, such as the high equipment costs (e.g., NMR) and the need for high-quality equipment parts (e.g., the lens for RI), limit their routine use. Besides, there are some limitations on the detection of some of the listed techniques. As to light scattering methods, there are limiting factors, such as the following: 1) a relatively high solute concentration or large solute molecular size is required for a detectable intensity of scattering light; 2) if solute and solvent have the same refractive index, there is no contrast and, thus, no scattering light; and 3) if the turbidity of solutions is too high (e.g., emulsions), multiple scattering of light leads to measurement inconsistencies or errors (7, 14) . As to the TDA, the diffusion coefficient is derived from the band broadening measured by the analytical detector (e.g., ultraviolet (UV) absorbance); thus, there is a high requirement on the sensitive detection modality. Additionally, there is a need for a large sample injection volume and extended analysis time to fulfill the conditions of validity (13, 15) . Fluorescence methods require the dyeing of protein, which may change its properties and, thereby, protein-protein interactions (16) . For NMR, local magnetic field gradients and imaging gradients as well as the length of the diffusion period have been reported to affect the measured diffusion coefficients (17) . To relieve some of the drawbacks of these techniques, an orthogonal technique using a microfluidic H-cell is put forward in this study.
Prior research has shown that the application of the microfluidic method is promising for the study of solute diffusion behavior. The microscale dimensions enable a rapid detectable transport of solute molecules in the fluid. The microfluidics concept has been applied for the diffusion coefficient determination of not only common electrolytes, such as NaCl, but also macromolecules, such as proteins (18) (19) (20) , in which laminar flow tubes or channels were used. The detection methods used in these studies are based on the observation of the spreading of solute bands during transport via the microfluidic devices. This type of diffusion profile in the microfluidic equipment has also been studied to characterize the sizes, interactions and aggregation state of macromolecules (e.g., proteins) (21, 22) and as an indicator of the medium viscosity (23) . When there are two streams introduced to a microchannel at low flow rates (laminar flow at a low Reynold number), a fluid interface is formed between the two streams, and solute transfer takes place across the interface (20, (24) (25) (26) (27) . In this study, the idea of microlaminar flow is coupled with the quantitative determination of the mass transfer based on the concentration change over the length of the H-cell channel rather than the detection of molecular optical properties, such as with DLS and GI. Therefore, there is less limitation on the selection of the sample materials. Resembling the experimental schemes for solute (e.g., protein) concentration measurement in relevant microfluidics studies (28), a flexibility of mass detection methods, both online and offline, can be applied during H-cell measurement (e.g., UV-visible (UV-Vis) for protein detection in this study and conductivity detection in a previous study (29) ), enabling a broader application of the microfluidic H-cell. In our lab, an H-cell (H-shape microfluidic chip) was developed and validated by H€ ausler et al. (29) via optimal experimental design for solute diffusion coefficient measurement. This H-cell was successfully used for the measurement of the diffusion coefficient of common electrolytes as well as polyphenols (29, 30) .
The goal of this study is to determine the diffusion coefficient of proteins via measuring the mass transfer between the two aqueous streams by a custom-made microfabricated H-cell and to evaluate the effectiveness of the microfluidic method for the general investigations of biomacromolecular diffusion behavior. This article starts with presenting the measured diffusion coefficients of lysozyme in different solutions (water and buffer) with different inlet concentration (7, 9, 14, 39, 70) NMR (7, 8, 17) TDA (8, 13) GI (7, 8, 71) RI (7, 71) 
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The medium level is labeled as ''5''. b The ''þ'' sign represents the advantageousness of the technique for corresponding characteristics. c The duration of H-cell measurement depends on the dimension of the microfluidic channel. In this study, it took $1-2 h per single run for the measurement of LYS diffusion coefficients, whereas methods like DLS or NMR take about half the time. The length of each measurement can be reduced by using an Hcell of shorter span-wise dimension, in which shorter contacting time between the two laminar streams is needed. So, the microfluidics method has the potential of shortening the measurement time in the future. d The ''À'' sign represents the disadvantageousness of the technique for corresponding characteristics. e NA, not available. f Such as refractive index, turbidity level, molecular size, etc.
profiles for the H-cell and as a function of the medium ionic strength and viscosity. The influence of different operating conditions on the protein diffusivity is shown, and the accuracy of the method is verified via comparison of the results with published values obtained under similar conditions. Next, the applicability of the microfluidics method for a broader range of proteins is validated by measuring the diffusion coefficients of proteins with the molecular weight ranging from $12 to 150 kDa (cytochrome c, myoglobin, ovalbumin, bovine serum albumin, and etanercept) and comparing the measured values with relevant literature values. Factors that may affect the diffusivity measurement are discussed, and exploratory numerical simulations are included.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials and preparation of solutions
The proteins used in this study were as follows: lysozyme (LYS) from chicken egg white (14.3 kDa, pI z 11; Sigma-Aldrich, Zwijndrecht, the Netherlands), cytochrome c (CC) from bovine heart (12.3 kDa, pI z 10-11; Sigma-Aldrich), myoglobin (MYO) from horse heart (17 kDa, pI z 6.8-7; Sigma-Aldrich), ovalbumin (OVA) from chicken egg white (43 kDa, pI z 4.5-4.9; Sigma-Aldrich), bovine serum albumin (BSA) (66.5 kDa, pI z 5-6; Sigma-Aldrich), and Enbrel (etanercept) (150 kDa, pI z 8; Pfizer, Capelle aan den Ijssel, the Netherlands). Enbrel was supplied at 50 mg/mL (formulation composition is shown later), and the other proteins were supplied as dry powders. All protein solutions (concentrations shown in Table 2 ) were prepared using ultrapure water (purified using a Milli-Q ultrapure water system; Millipore, Molsheim, France) as the solvent. To adjust the pH, phosphate buffer (PB) (Na 2 HPO 4 and NaH 2 PO 4 ; Sigma-Aldrich) and acetate buffer (AC) (acetic acid (Sigma-Aldrich) and sodium acetate (Merck, Darmstadt, Germany)) were used. For etanercept, a placebo buffer was used that contained 10 mg/mL sucrose (Fluka; Sigma-Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany), 5.8 mg/mL NaCl (J.T. Baker, Deventer, the Netherlands), 5.3 mg/mL arginine hydrochloride (Merck), and 3.9 mg/mL Na 2 HPO 4 , H 2 O (Sigma; Sigma-Aldrich) (pH 6.3). Furthermore, NaCl (J.T. Baker)and glycerol (Merck) were used to change the ionic strength and viscosity of the prepared protein solutions, respectively.
All the prepared solutions were filtered through 0.22-mm cellulose filters (Whatman; GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) before the experiments. 
Experimental set-up and process description
The experimental set-up is illustrated in Fig. 1 . An H-cell (Micronit, Enschede, the Netherlands) made of Borofloat glass with the dimensions 625 mm Â 753 mm Â 69 mm (L Â W Â H) was used. The dimensions were measured by using a calibrated ocular micrometer scale implemented in an Olympus microscope (Olympus, Zoeterwoude, the Netherlands).
During the experiments, a syringe pump (Model 270D; KD Scientific, Holliston, MA) introduced two streams with a protein concentration difference into the H-cell. The stream with a higher protein concentration is called as the donor stream (DS), whereas the other stream is named as the receiver stream (RS). The syringe pump injected and withdrew the streams simultaneously to maintain an equal flow ratio of the two streams during their transport in the H-cell. By implementing both the injecting syringes and sucking syringes, potential pressure-drop differences along the outlet tubes were avoided, and an equal volumetric split ratio of the DS and RS was achieved at the outlet of the channel (29) . Under this condition, the solute concentration change between the DS and RS is purely a result of the solute diffusion. The input flow rate by the syringe pump was set to achieve a laminar flow profile (Reynold number less than 10). Under this condition, there was a clear interface between the two streams in the middle of the channel (a test of this interface was performed by transporting water (as RS) and an aqueous solution containing dye material (as DS) into the Hcell). The protein diffusion behavior was examined with different inlet RS and DS concentrations in various liquid media. The operating conditions are summarized in Table 2 , and there were triplicate measurements for each condition.
For convenience, in this article, the inlet stream concentrations will be described as the ''inlet RS concentration versus inlet DS concentration.'' For example, 0 vs. 2 mg/mL represents inlet concentrations of 0 mg/mL in RS and 2 mg/mL in DS.
An inline UV-Vis detector (SPD-20AV; Shimadzu) with a microflow cell (0.2 mL) was located between the H-cell and the withdrawing syringe of the RS to record the UV-Vis absorbance of the proteins. The UV-Vis detector has a sensitivity limit at the noise level of 0.5 Â 10 -5 AU. The microflow cell in the UV-Vis detector enables the inline detection of the proteins in the outlet stream at a low flowrate. A calibration curve was determined to correlate the UV-Vis absorbance with the protein concentration.
Protein concentration
Before the H-cell microfluidics experiments, the concentration of the prepared protein solutions was determined by a UV-Vis spectrophotometer (UV-1800; Shimadzu, Tokyo, Japan) using the wavelengths and extinction coefficients shown in Table 3 .
Protein mass balance between the DS and RS
During the check of the mass balance between the DS and RS, two UV-Vis detectors were placed between the DS and RS outlets and the corresponding pulling syringes (not as shown in Fig. 1 in which only one UV-Vis detector is placed). Inline detection of the protein concentration in the two streams was performed. The outlet protein concentrations during experiments were obtained based on the calibration curves, which were determined for both detectors. As the syringe pump pushed and pulled the fluid at consistent flowrate simultaneously, the protein mass recovery was calculated according to Eq. 1.
where C stands for the protein concentration, and the recovery is described as the percentage of the sum of outlet concentration of DS (C outlet,DS ) and 
RS (C outlet,RS ) to the sum of the inlet concentration of both streams (C inlet,DS and C inlet,RS ).
High-performance size-exclusion chromatography
High-performance size-exclusion chromatography (HP-SEC) was performed to analyze the aggregation state of the protein materials as supplied from the manufacturer. The protein materials were dissolved in PB (10 mM (pH 7.2)) (except for etanercept, which was diluted in placebo buffer (pH 6.3)) and filtered through a 0.2-mm filter before measurement. The protein samples of LYS, CC, MYO, OVA, and BSA (50 mL; $1 mg/mL) were analyzed with a Discovery BIO Gel Filtration column (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO). A 515 high-performance liquid chromatography pump and 717 Plus autosampler (Waters, Milford, MA) were operated at a flow rate of 0.5 mL/min. The mobile phase consisted of 100 mM sodium PB, 200 mM sodium chloride, and 0.05% (w/v) sodium azide at a pH of 7.2 and was filtered through a 0.2-mm filter before use. Chromatograms were recorded with an SPD-6AV UV detector (Shimadzu) at a wavelength of 280 nm.
For etanercept analysis (50 mL; $2 mg/mL), a Yarra SEC-2000 sizeexclusion column (Phenomenex, Utrecht, the Netherlands) was used with the running buffer composed of 50 mM phosphate, 150 mM arginine, and 0.025% NaN 3 at pH 6.5. UV detection was performed at 280 nm.
Viscosity measurement
The kinematic viscosity of the protein solutions with or without glycerol was determined at room temperature using an Ostwald viscometer (inside tube diameter: 0.26 mm; ROWEEL Electronic, Zhenzhou, China). Water was used as the reference.
Calculation of diffusion coefficient
Comsol Multiphysics (version 4.4; Comsol, Stockholm, Sweden), via a MATLAB (version 2017a; The MathWorks, Natick, MA) Livelink, was used to calculate the protein diffusion coefficient based on the outlet RS concentration under steady state. This method of calculation was developed and validated in previous research (29) . The Comsol built-in module of Transport of Diluted Species was used to calculate the mass transfer between the RS and DS. In the case of rectangular cross-sectional dimension, a simplified solution of the Navier-Stokes equations was used (31) .
The z-averaged velocity distribution along the y axis was calculated according to Eq. 2:
where a and b stand for the channel halfwidth and half-height, respectively, and v stands for the stream velocity (dividing flowrate by the cross-sectional area of the channel).
In the simulation of transport of diluted species, Fick's second law was used to correlate the diffusivity with the concentration of solute from the DS to RS:
where D represents the diffusion coefficient of the solute.
The outlet RS concentration, inlet RS and DS concentrations, flow rate, and channel dimensions are the input parameters for the calculation. MAT-LAB's fminbnd function (The MathWorks) was used to determine the minimal value of the least-square fitting of the calculated RS outlet concentration (via modeling) and the experimentally measured RS outlet concentration, in which the corresponding value of diffusion coefficient was the one measured by the microfluidic H-cell.
The dimensionless Fourier number (Fo), representing the contact time of the RS and DS during transport via the H-cell, was calculated as
where D is the diffusion coefficient, t is the average residence time in the channel, and a is the channel halfwidth. The minimization of the measurement uncertainty (i.e., the variance of the experimental results) is achieved by operating the experiment at an optimal Fourier number range, in which the H-cell measurement sensitivity and accuracy increase drastically (29) . Empirically, the range of the optimal Fourier number was determined according to Eq. 6:
Based on the analysis of the Fisher information matrix (a common factor of ordinary differential equation analysis; reciprocal of the variance of measured diffusion coefficients) (29, 32) , the experimental check on the correlation of the Fourier number with the variance of measured protein diffusion coefficients (see Fig. S1 ), and the empirical correlation (Eq. 6), the Fourier number range of 0.3-0.4 was used (in which a low level of variance occurs), and the determined diffusion coefficients corresponding to this Fourier number range were reported.
Stokes-Einstein diffusion model
The Stokes-Einstein diffusion model (see Eq. 7) classically correlates the diffusion coefficient of monodisperse spheres at infinite dilution with the viscosity of the medium and the size of the molecule. The solute molecule is considered as a Brownian particle dissolved in a continuous medium. In the model, the microscopic structure of both solute and solvent is neglected, and the only source of dissipative effects is the shear viscosity of the solvent.
where k B represents the Boltzmann constant, T represents the absolute temperature, h represents the viscosity of the medium, and R h represents the hydrodynamic radius. For nonideal solutions like protein solutions, intermolecular interactions have an impact on the diffusion coefficient, whereby the diffusion coefficient is corrected for the concentration factor via a linear correlation (see Eq. 8):
where D 0 is the protein diffusion coefficient at infinite dilution, and k D is the diffusion interaction parameter summarizing protein-protein intermolecular interactions (33, 34) . The term k D is used to represent the level of both direct (e.g., electrostatic, dipole-dipole, van der Waals, and hydrophobic interactions) and solvent-mediated hydrodynamic interactions among the protein molecules that alter the purely thermally driven protein motion. The value of k D depends on factors such as the temperature and NaCl concentration in the medium.
Numerical simulation of particle diffusion
In this study, the H-cell microfluidics results indicate different diffusion behaviors of protein molecules in different buffers and protein concentrations. It is assumed that the diffusivity of protein molecules in the H-cell is affected by the protein charge, intermolecular interaction cutoff distance (Debye length), protein concentration, and concentration gradients between RS and DS. To give support to this assumption, an exploratory and illustrative numerical simulation of particle displacement (which represents the diffusion of globular protein molecules) between two contacting domains was performed. This simulation was conducted by the particle tracing module of Comsol Multiphysics (version 5.2; Comsol). The geometrical configurations and boundary conditions of the simulation are shown in Fig. S2 . The simulation geometry was divided into two domains, donor fluid domain (DD) and receiver fluid domain (RD), in which DD has a higher initial concentration than RD. In the simulation, spherical particles were used to represent protein molecules. Because of the limit on computation power, the particle displacement was simulated within a downscaled geometry rather than the full scale of the H-cell.
In the simulation, the particle displacement was dominated by three forces: Brownian force, drag force, and particle-particle interaction force (electrostatic repulsive force in this case) (35) .
The amplitudes of Brownian force at every time step were modeled as a Gaussian white noise process (36) given by Eq. 9:
The drag force was given by Eq. 10:
Coulombic force dominates particle-particle interaction and is repulsive with particles of the same sign of charge. The Coulombic force was calculated with Eq. 11 as the interaction of point charges, in which the charge number was used as the charge exposed to the surface of the protein molecule:
where m p is the particle mass, r p is the particle radius, t p is the particle velocity response time, v p is the velocity of the particle, v is the fluid velocity, Dt is the magnitude of the time step taken by the solver, z is a vector of independent normally distributed random numbers with zero mean and unit SD, e is the elementary charge, ε 0 is the permittivity of free space, ε r is the relative permittivity of water, Z is the particle charge number, r i is the position vector of the i-th particle, and r j is the position vector of the j-th particle. The diffusion of LYS in 10 and 100 mM AC, and 10 and 100 mM PB was simulated. The simulation conditions are listed in Table 4 .
RESULTS
The relative size and aggregation state of proteins Narrow sharp peaks in the chromatogram of LYS and CC indicate monodisperse protein molecules. For the other proteins, some aggregations occur, based on the multipeaks shown in Fig. 2 . However, the proteins are primarily in the monomeric form, based on the areas of the peak (LYS and CC: $100%; MYO: $88%; OVA: $83%; BSA: $70%; etanercept: $95%). The determined diffusion coefficients in this study reflect majorly the diffusion behavior of monomeric protein molecules. a The experimental solute concentration is converted to the number of particles per volume for the simulation via the correlation C n ¼ C e Â N A /M w , in which C n represents the particle number concentration used for the simulation, C e represents the experimental solute concentration, N A represents the Avogadro number, and M w represents the molecular weight of solute. b The medium viscosity is calculated based on the table of the properties of the aqueous solutions of common electrolytes shown in (82). c The particle surface charge is calculated based on the pKa of protein amino acid residues and their corresponding buried percentage obtained from the online PDB2PQR Server (PDB2PQR Version 2.0.0 (83)). d The calculated ionic strength of 10 and 100 mM AC is 2 and 24 mM, respectively; for PB, the value is 21 and 221 mM, respectively (calculated via (84)). The Debye length is calculated based on these ionic strengths using the equation d ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi ε r ε 0 k B T=2N A e 2 I p , in which d represents the Debye length, ε r represents the relative permittivity of water, ε 0 represents the permittivity of free space, k B represents Boltzmann constant, T represents the temperature, N A represents the Avogadro number, e represents the elementary charge, and I represents the ionic strength.
Protein mass balance
The recovery of proteins after flowing through the H-cell is shown in the Table S2 . Under all test conditions, the protein recoveries at the outlets of the DS and RS were not significantly different from 100% according to the t-test (p > 0.05).
LYS diffusion coefficient as a function of concentration, pH, and buffer type
LYS diffusion coefficients in water, PB and AC, were measured by the H-cell microfluidics device at different inlet concentrations of the DS and RS. The results are shown in Fig. 3 .
LYS diffusion in water
For LYS, a diffusion coefficient of 4.4 Â 10 À10 m 2 /s was measured at 0 vs. 2 mg/mL, which is in line with published data (10) (37, 38) . More than 50% increase of the measured diffusion coefficient was observed at 0 vs. 5 and 0 vs. 10 mg/mL.
When the inlet concentration gradient between the RS and DS was kept at 2 mg/mL, almost no difference in the diffusion coefficient was observed between 0 vs. 2, 2 vs. 4, and 4 vs. 6 mg/mL. LYS was reported to have a diffusion coefficient of $5.5 Â 10 À10 m 2 /s in water via DLS and GI measurement at similar levels of concentrations (<10 mg/mL) (37, 38) . However, even with the same diffusion measurement method (GI), a diffusion coefficient of 2.2 Â 10 À10 m 2 /s was reported in another previous study (10) . The measured LYS diffusion in water was more influenced by the protein concentration gradient between the RS and DS than by the absolute protein concentrations in the H-cell channel.
LYS diffusion in AC
In 10 mM AC, LYS diffusion coefficients in the range of 1.6-2.1 Â 10 À10 m 2 /s were obtained at 0 vs. 0.5 to 0 vs. 2 mg/mL. Similar diffusion coefficients have been reported in previous publications under the conditions of similar pH and ionic strength (39, 40) . Inlet concentration gradients of up to 2 mg/mL did not substantially affect the measured diffusion coefficients. However, at higher concentration gradients (0 vs. 5 and 0 vs. 10 mg/mL), higher diffusion coefficients up to $3.4 Â 10 À10 m 2 /s were observed.
At constant inlet concentration gradient, the measured diffusion coefficients increased with increasing LYS concentration from 0 vs. 2 to 4 vs. 6 mg/mL. This trend differs from the case in water.
The measured LYS diffusion coefficients in 100 mM AC were similar to those in 10 mM AC from 0 vs. 0.5 to 0 vs. 2 mg/mL. There was no obvious trend of increasing diffusion coefficient from 0 vs. 2 to 0 vs. 5 and 0 vs. 10 mg/mL. The diffusion of LYS in AC at a low buffer concentration tended to be more influenced by the concentration gradient between RS and DS than that at high buffer concentration. Also, at a low buffer concentration, the LYS concentration in the H-cell channel proportionally affected its measured diffusion coefficient.
LYS diffusion in PB
The measured diffusion coefficients of LYS in PB were comparable with those in AC at inlet concentrations of 0 vs. 0.5, 0 vs. 1, and 0 vs. 2 mg/mL. At the inlet concentrations of 0 vs. 5 and 0 vs. 10 mg/mL, the measured values in PB were similar to those in 100 mM AC but lower than those in 10 mM AC. In 100 mM PB, the measured diffusion coefficients of LYS decreased by $25% from a low concentration gradient (0 vs. 0.5 to 0 vs. 2 mg/mL) to a high concentration gradient (0 vs. 10 mg/mL). This decrease was not obvious under the other tested conditions. When keeping the inlet concentration gradient at 2 mg/mL, an increasing diffusion coefficient with LYS concentration was observed, similar to that in AC. This trend of concentration dependency was also reported elsewhere in a low ionic strength media (with the ionic strength lower than the 10 mM PB) (41) .
The diffusion of LYS in PB at low and high buffer concentrations was not much affected by the concentration gradient between RS and DS. However, the measured diffusion coefficients rose with the LYS concentration in the H-cell channel.
In light of the results above, the measured diffusion coefficients of LYS are affected by the concentration gradient between the RS and DS, the concentration of protein in the H-cell channel, and the buffer pH and concentration. It seems that at a low protein concentration and concentration gradient (e.g., 0 vs. 0.5, 0 vs. 1, and 0 vs. 2 mg/mL), the H-cell performs well in the measurement of protein diffusion coefficients, which are comparable with literature data.
LYS diffusion coefficient as a function of ionic strength
The results in the last section indicate that there is a correlation between the measured LYS diffusion coefficient and the buffer concentration. In this section, the H-cell is used to examine the LYS diffusion coefficients at different NaCl concentrations to elucidate whether specific buffer effects or general ionic strength effects are responsible for the above observation.
The ionic strength of the medium was changed by adjusting the salt (NaCl) concentration. The measured LYS diffusion coefficients in the corresponding media are reported (see Fig. 4 , a and b). As indicated by both the H-cell results and literature data, the value of the LYS diffusion coefficient sharply decreases with increasing NaCl concentration from 0 to $10 mM, followed by leveling off at higher NaCl concentrations. In the absence of NaCl, the H-cell gave a diffusion coefficient of 4.4 Â 10 À10 m 2 /s for LYS in water. When the NaCl concentration increased to 10 mM in water, the H-cell measured LYS diffusion coefficient dropped to lower than 2 Â 10 À10 m 2 /s, which was similar to the diffusion coefficient measured in PB (10mM; pH 7.2). At higher NaCl concentrations (up to 1 M in water and 500 mM in PB), the LYS diffusion coefficient leveled off at $1.6 Â 10 À10 m 2 /s.
LYS diffusion coefficient as a function of medium viscosity
The diffusion coefficient is inversely proportional to the medium viscosity as indicated by the Stokes-Einstein model. Measuring the LYS diffusion coefficients in different viscous media can be used as a further validation of the H-cell. The diffusion coefficients of LYS are plotted against the viscosity of the solution containing glycerol (see Fig. 5 ). As expected, the diffusion coefficients decrease with increasing medium viscosity. A comparison of the measured diffusion coefficients to the values calculated by classical Stokes-Einstein model is presented. The molecule of LYS can be considered to be roughly spherical because of its compact nature and rapid rotational tumbling in solution (42) . The reported hydrodynamic radius (R h ) of LYS differs (10), di-amonds from (37) , and inverted triangle from (38) . In (b), the data of the diamonds and dotted diamonds are collected from (39) , and the crossed diamonds from (43) . In (c), the data of the triangles are collected from (10), crossed diamonds from (39), square and dotted squares from (85) , and the others from (41). in the literature, ranging from $16 to 21 Å , depending on the solvent conditions such as pH, salt types and concentrations, and experimental techniques (9, 33, 43, 44) . This size range was used for the Stokes-Einstein modeling of the diffusion coefficients in this study. The modeling results are also displayed in Fig. 5 . The H-cell results are in accordance with the modeling results at the R h of 1.6 nm. The modeling results are lower than the H-cell results at a higher R h . The correction of concentration effect based on empirical Eq. 8 slightly lifts the value of modeling diffusion coefficients, in which an approximate value of 10 was used for the diffusion interaction parameter (kD) for a buffer condition at about pH 7 and a low ionic strength (<10 mM) (43, 45) . According to the results corrected for concentration, the hydrodynamic radius of LYS is predicted to be between 1.6 and 1.8 nm, which is consistent with the previously reported value of the hydrodynamic size of LYS measured in PB via TDA (46) . The difference of the diffusion coefficient between measurement and modeling depicted in this study was also observed in a previous publication (47) . According to the analysis above, one of the possible factors causing this deviation is the value of the hydrodynamic radius used for the calculation.
The independence of the calculated protein size on the medium viscosity is another verification of the applicability of the H-cell for the diffusion coefficient measurement. A Spearman correlation analysis was conducted (IBM SPSS 24; IBM, Armonk, NY) on the variables of the viscosity and the hydrodynamic radius (R h ) of the protein calculated via the Stokes-Einstein equation based on the H-cell measured diffusion coefficients. It was demonstrated that there was no significant statistical correlation (p > 0.05) between the medium viscosity and the calculated protein hydrodynamic radius based on the measured diffusion coefficients.
The diffusion coefficient of other proteins
Besides LYS, five other proteins with different molecular size and properties (e.g., pI) were measured via H-cells for their diffusion coefficients (see Fig. 6 ). As expected, the diffusion coefficients of proteins were inversely related to the molecular size, in which the larger the protein (as indicated by the HP-SEC results shown in Fig. 2) , the slower the detected protein diffusion. For CC and MYO, deviations, at most 20%, of the H-cell results with literature value were found. For OVA, BSA, and etanercept, quite similar values were reported in previous research (less than 10% difference) to the H-cell results. The fraction of monomeric BSA was separated and collected (see chromatogram in Fig. S4 ) and was measured by H-cell microfluidics. The obtained diffusion coefficient (6.7 Â 10 À11 m 2 /s) was slightly higher than that of the unfractionated BSA (5.8 Â 10 À11 m 2 /s), which includes dimers and trimers. In light of the comparable results generated by H-cell and other available techniques, the effectiveness and validity of the H-cell for the evaluation of protein diffusion behavior are further demonstrated.
Particle tracing simulation
Particle tracing simulation provides support for a better understanding of the protein diffusion results by counting particle transport between two contact simulation domains with an initial concentration difference. According to the FIGURE 4 Measured diffusion coefficients of LYS via the H-cell as a function of salt concentration in the medium (a). The error bars represent the standard deviation of the measurements. The literature-reported LYS diffusion coefficients measured by other techniques under similar conditions (b) are shown for comparison, in which the data of the squares are collected from (37), crossed squares from (86), triangles from (9), diamonds from (41) , and crossed diamonds from (45) . The solvents used in these references are depicted in the legend of the graph. The dashed lines are meant for visual guidance. simulation results (see Fig. S3 ; Table S1 ), the particles diffused faster in 10 mM AC than in the other buffers. In 10 mM AC, the diffusion rate of LYS at 0 vs. 10 mg/mL was higher than that at 0 vs. 2 mg/mL. This increment as a function of concentration gradient was also observed in the case of 100 mM AC and slightly 10 mM PB but did not occur for the 100 mM PB, in which the diffusion rate decreased with the increasing concentration gradient. In the case of 10 mM AC and 10 mM PB, particles diffused faster at 4 vs. 6 mg/mL than that at 2 vs. 4 mg/mL, and both were faster than that at 0 vs. 2 mg/mL.
DISCUSSION
General
When present in solution, protein diffusion depends not only on the viscosity of the medium but also the protein-protein interactions, which are related to the strength of the interaction and the concentration of the solutes. To provide an overview of the applicability and potential of the H-cell microfluidics device on the determination of protein diffusivity, the diffusion coefficients of model protein (LYS) were measured in different media (water, PB, AC) at different pH (4.2 and 7.2), ionic strength (NaCl concentration of 0-1 M), viscosity (1-5 mPa,s), and protein concentration profiles (0 vs. 2 to 0 vs. 10 mg/mL; 2 vs. 4 mg/mL; 4 vs. 6 mg/mL). For the proof of the H-cell applicability to a broad scope of proteins with different properties (e.g., molecular weight), five other proteins were also tested via H-cell, and the measured diffusion coefficients were comparable to studies elsewhere (the characteristics of the techniques applied to determine the protein diffusion coefficients are summarized in Table 1 ). The key factors that influence protein diffusion and the interpretation of the H-cell results are discussed in the following sections.
Interaction among protein molecules in different media
The diffusion behavior of LYS, depicted in Fig. 3 , varied in water, AC (10 and 100 mM), and PB (10 and 100 mM). The measured diffusion coefficients of LYS as a function of the solvating medium followed the order of water >10 mM AC > 100 mM AC R 10 mM PB > 100 mM PB in the cases in which the inlet RS concentration is 0 mg/mL. The differences in different media were more evident at high concentration gradients than at low gradients. When in the concentration profile of 2 vs. 4 and 4 vs. 6 mg/mL, similar diffusion behaviors were found in 10 mM AC and 10 mM PB.
There is a slight change in the viscosity of different media. The 100 mM PB and 100 mM AC have $6 and 2% higher viscosity than that of water, 10 mM PB, and 10 mM AC, which have almost similar viscosity. Thus, the slight viscosity change cannot explain all the differences of the measured diffusion coefficients, especially the ones in water and 10 mM AC (0 vs. 5 and 0 vs. 10 mg/mL), which show more than 50% higher value than the ones in the other media.
Besides viscosity, intermolecular interactions (e.g., electrostatic repulsion) among the proteins, which are influenced by both the pH and ionic strength of the medium, contribute partly to the aforementioned diffusivity difference. The impact of pH depends on the specific surface configuration (such as the fraction of exposed amino acid residues chargeable at the specific pH) of the studied protein and its resulting isoelectric point (pI; representing the pH at which the protein is electrically neutral). In water, AC (12), blank circle from (18) , gray circle from (20) , crossed gray circle and dotted gray circle from (19) , crossed square from (92), x-haired square from (93), dotted square from (94), blank square from (18) , gray square from (19) , crossed diamond from (95), and blank diamond from (19) . Because of limited information on the diffusion coefficient of etanercept, the diffusion coefficient of IgG with similar molecular size ($150 kDa) is used for comparison to the H-cell measurement results.
(pH 4.2), and PB (pH 7.2), LYS molecules (pI z 11) are positively charged, and repulsive electrostatic interactions likely occur (10, 48) . However, when the pH is closer to the proteins' pI, the intermolecular electrostatic interaction is reduced; meanwhile, the attractive short-range interactions (interaction force decreases with distance quickly), such as van der Waals or hydrophobic forces, are relatively dominant (49) . This is reasonable because the pH influences the protonation of ionizable amino acids and thus the charge distribution on the protein surface and the hydrophobic surface patches (50, 51) . These forces tend to hinder the dispersion and displacement of the protein molecules, opposite to the effect of repulsive interactions. As a result, relatively low diffusion coefficients tend to occur at high pH than at low pH.
The aforementioned intermolecular electrostatic repulsion can be relieved by salt screening in a medium with a relatively high ionic strength. The addition of salt is known to promote attractive hydrophobic protein interactions because of the shielding of electrostatic charges (with the same sign) (33, 52) .
The H-cell results of LYS diffusion with different ionic strengths (adjusted by NaCl) show slower LYS diffusion at higher NaCl concentrations. In this study, the LYS diffusion coefficient was observed to drop markedly from 4.4 Â 10 À10 to 2.0 Â 10 À10 and then to 1.7 Â 10 À10 m 2 /s as the NaCl concentration increased from 0 to 5 mM and then to 10 mM (see Fig. 4 ), which was also observed elsewhere (37, 53) .
In water, the measured LYS diffusion coefficients were higher than that in AC and PB. The electrostatic free energy of the charged macromolecules increases because the charges on the macromolecules are no longer shielded from one another (37) . The increased intermolecular repulsive electrostatic interactions drive the molecules strongly to displace more quickly and more frequently toward the location with fewer repulsions, which is depicted as the higher measured molecular diffusion coefficient via the H-cell.
The measured diffusion coefficients of proteins in AC were in most cases higher than that in PB. Apart from the aforementioned ion shielding effect, the type of salt may also contribute to the different diffusion behavior in different buffers. Hofmeister (54) pioneered the study and proposed the series of salts that have different abilities to salt out proteins. The mechanism of the Hofmeister series has not been entirely clarified. It was put forward that the interactions between ions and proteins, as well as ions and the water molecules that directly contact the proteins, play a role (55) . According to the research, phosphate anions (HPO 4 2À /H 2 PO 4 À /PO 4 3À ) have a stronger tendency of salting out protein than acetate anions (56, 57) . This tendency may help to partly explain why the LYS molecules diffuse slightly faster in AC than in PB.
Based on the analysis above, the diffusion behavior of the protein depends on this solution condition (e.g., pH, ionic strength, salt type) and the resulting molecule properties. Electrostatic as well as additional short-range interactions play a role for the samples investigated in this study.
Concentration-dependent protein diffusion coefficients
In this study, the measured protein diffusion coefficients by H-cell depend both on the initial protein concentration gradient and the protein concentrations.
In water and AC (10 mM; pH 4.2), in which the ionic strength is low, the measured diffusion coefficients of LYS increased as the concentration gradient increased (from 0 vs. 2 to 0 vs. 5 mg/mL, as shown in Fig. 3 ). However, for the other buffers with a relatively high ionic strength, this elevation was not detected. The particle tracing simulation results supported the phenomena above in which the inlet concentration gradient influences the measured diffusion coefficient more in the situation of longer particle-particle interaction cutoff distance (Debye length). For example, in 10 mM AC, the cutoff distance is $6.8 nm, which is longer than the other buffers, and the particle diffusion rate is higher. When the intermolecular interaction is weakened (e.g., in 100 mM AC and 10 mM PB in which the cutoff distances are shorter ($2 nm)), the concentration gradient seems to exert less influence on the measured molecular diffusion coefficient.
The diffusion coefficients of LYS were also studied as a function of the protein concentration at consistent inlet concentration gradient (2 mg/mL). In AC and PB, the measured diffusion coefficient values increased with increasing concentration. It has previously been reported that for AC (45, 58) and PB (41) at a low ionic strength, the diffusion coefficient of LYS increases with concentration, and at a higher ionic strength, this trend becomes weaker or is even independent of protein concentration. However, the level of increase reported elsewhere is less than the H-cell findings at a similar pH and ionic strength. This is probably because the high protein concentrations cause a higher frequency of collisions and, thus, the faster displacement of the molecules.
Under the investigated diffusion conditions, the effect of excluded volume (the volume that is inaccessible to other molecules in the system as a result of the presence of the first molecule; steric hindrance) seems to be less significant than the electrostatic effects. In previous research, there were statements pointing out that the increase in protein concentration promotes the impact of excluded-volume effects and additional attractive short-range interactions, therefore impeding the diffusion of the macromolecules (59, 60) . Usually, when the concentration of protein molecules increases to an even higher level (e.g., 20-30% v/v), the protein diffusion is retarded by the crowding of molecules (in the strict sense of excluded volume); as a result, the stronger the electrostatic repulsions among the molecules, the more decrease of the diffusivity with the similar increase of concentration (61, 62) .
In water, the measured diffusion coefficients of LYS were slightly affected by the concentration (0 vs. 2, 2 vs. 4, and 4 vs. 6 mg/mL). Similar behavior was also reported previously (10, 37, 38) at this low concentration range. Although there is strong electrostatic repulsive interaction among the molecules and a low level of excluded-volume effect occurs in this situation, there is no similar trend of increasing diffusion coefficients as that in 10 mM PB and 10 mM AC. Scarce theoretical support for this observation is collected up to now. Regarding the presence of external salts in AC and PB, the diffusion of proteins can be accelerated by the presence of more counterions, which is a thermodynamic effect brought about by an increase in the free-energy gradient of the solutes, which is the driving force for isothermal diffusion (63) . Moreover, the diffusion of proteins is likely to be enhanced or hindered by gradients of other diffusing species in the multicomponent system. The flux of the protein is related to its own concentration gradient without disturbance of the extra ions in the binary system of LYS and water. In the ternary systems of protein-salt-water, there are many counterions in the motion sphere of the protein molecule. Directly proportional to the LYS gradient, there is also an effective concentration gradient of salt. This raises the likelihood that the protein diffusion is enhanced or hindered by gradients of other diffusing species and, thus, a variation of the diffusion coefficients occurs (38, 64) .
The analysis above on the correlation of the concentration dependence of the protein diffusion coefficients with the intermolecular interactions provides an insight of the possible reasons explaining the H-cell observations. As the H-cell results only reflect the overall interactions among the protein molecules, the impact of each specific factor on the determined diffusion coefficient cannot be independently distinguished.
Model to calculate the diffusion coefficient
Fick's law was used to describe the diffusion of solute in the H-cell and to calculate the corresponding diffusion coefficient based on mass transport in the microscale geometry within a period. The diffusion behavior was a result of a protein concentration difference, especially for binary systems.
If we take into account the diffusion of the solvent molecules (e.g., water) besides the protein molecule transport, there is a drift flux caused by the displacement of the solvent simultaneously when protein diffuses. This drift flow is usually taken into account with gas transport rather than with a liquid system (65) , and a correction factor for Fick's law diffusion is applied. However, because of the low concentration of proteins applied in the H-cell study (e.g., 10 mg/mL in water), this correction factor only causes $1% difference to the value predicted by Fick's law.
The aforementioned drift flux is covered by the theory of Maxwell-Stefan (M-S) for the description of multicomponent diffusion behaviors (mostly applied for gas conditions). The M-S approach differs from the Fickian case because the transport is driven by a gradient in chemical potential and provides a physically based comprehensive framework to describe multicomponent mass transport. The approach relates the driving force for diffusion of one component (i.e., the chemical potential gradient at a constant temperature and pressure) to friction forces of the molecules of other components (66) . Regarding the nonideal effects of mixing, the molar-based concentrations used in Fick's law are not convenient forms of thermodynamic activity variables (67) . The M-S framework separates the ideal and nonideal effects of diffusion, and a thermodynamic factor is used to correlate the M-S with the Fickian case. In the case of LYS diffusion in water at 0 vs. 10 mg/mL, the M-S diffusion coefficient is calculated to be $10% lower than by Fick's law because of the thermodynamic factor by applying the LYS activity as shown in (68) . However, it was pointed out in a previous study that the thermodynamic factor involves the first derivative of the activity coefficient with respect to the composition, and errors of $20% are expected for this derivative (66) . Even taking these errors into account, the correction of the diffusion coefficient by the M-S theory is not sufficient to explain some of the observed phenomena, such as the elevation of the measured diffusion coefficients between 0 vs. 2 and 0 vs. 10 mg/mL in water and 10 mM AC.
CONCLUSIONS
A microfluidic H-cell was used for the determination of protein diffusion coefficients based on the mass transport via the interface between the two laminar cocurrent fluid streams in the channel. For LYS as a model protein, the measured diffusion behavior in the microfluidic H-cell was found to be influenced not only by the buffer type, pH, viscosity, and ionic strength but also by the operating conditions such as the inlet concentration gradients between the RS and DS. There was the presence of intermolecular (protein-protein) interactions during the protein diffusion in the channel. In good agreement with relevant research, the H-cell performed well to measure the diffusion coefficients of not only LYS but also some other common proteins with different molecular sizes and properties. These results prove the potential of this technique to be used as a general and promising approach for the determination of (macromolecular) diffusion coefficients.
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